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EVENTS:
1/4 Lang attended MCCPTA Board of Director meeting.
1/23 Lang attended Wootton PTSA cluster meeting. He gave a talk on the Choice Study and its response
plan. Participants are local school PTA presidents, cluster reps, and principals, including Wootton PTSA
president, Lakewood PTA president, Cabin John Middle School principal, etc.
1/25 Kim and Lang attended MCPS AEI Feedback Council Meeting.
1/30 Kim attended Curriculum Committee meeting with Office of Curriculum and Instruction Programs.
1/31 Kim and Lang participated in the Curriculum Advisory Assembly of MCPS Office of Curriculum and
Instruction Programs. The topic is Media Arts standard and the host speaker is Mrs. Linda Adams,
Supervisor of Pre-K-12 Fine Arts.
ADVOCACY:
MCCPTA resolution in Support of the Provisions on Talent Development, Universal Screening, and
CPHG/Magnet Program Expansion in the Choice Study Response Plan
Our school system is in need for our support. Many teachers and administrators have profound
interests in improving the education quality. These provisions in Choice Study response plan is a
positive step on the right direction. However, it is expected that there will be challenges in the detail
and during the execution. It is foreseeable that parent awareness, involvement, and support will be a
crucial factor of the plan’s success.
GT Liaison in Every PTA
Each PTA is strongly encouraged to identify a volunteer to serve as its GT Liaison for the 2016-2017
school year. The GT Liaison plays a vital role in advocating for the needs of highly able learners by
providing a critical link among the school community, the MCCPTA GCC, and MCPS. Once a PTA has
identified a GT Liaison for this year, please email that person’s name, school, and contact information to
Iris Masucci, Vice Chair of the MCCPTA Gifted Child Committee, at ri@robertandiris.com.
Math 7 and Math8
11 middle schools will not be offering Math 7 (and possibly Math 8) at all next year, in favor of putting
all students in the compacted IM class followed by Algebra I without regard to assessment data from

Math 6. We are hearing several parent concerns if these courses will not be offered to those students
who are not ready for the compacted IM math class.
Math 4/5 and 5/6
This year, Math 4/5 is offered in home elementary schools and highly gifted centers, but not at the
middle schools. Math 5/6 will be offered in home elementary schools, highly gifted centers, and middle
schools this year.
The identification system will no longer be run out of Carver/AEI but will be "opened up" for local school
decisions.
Delivery method will be up to the principal. Delivery by way of differentiated instruction in an on-gradelevel classroom will be allowed and, presumably, will not be discouraged. We are aware of one example
of that going on right now, at College Gardens ES.
Kindergarten through third grade math is being reevaluated to see if it is too slow, and whether there
are better ways to identify and prepare more students for math 4/5/6.
Advanced English in Middle Schools
An update meeting was held between OCIP (Office of Curriculum & Instructional Programs) and OSSI
(Office of School Support & Improvement) to learn more about the current state of Advanced English as
it relates to the MCPS system expectations. A collaborative meeting has been scheduled to review
school strengths and needs and work together toward next steps. Parent-identified schools with
differentiation skills needs will be shared with OSSI.
Middle schools were asked to complete an action template which responds to the school's action steps
in the following areas: communication, school structures, professional learning and instructional
delivery. From here, there are supposed to be ongoing conversations, support, and monitoring from the
directors in their ongoing work with principals and schools.
AEI and OCIP will be working with OSSI to hear about their findings and see where support is needed.

